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GET TO THE RIGHT DECISION
QUICKLY THROUGH LOCATION
INSIGHT POWERED BY FLO.W

FLO.W PLATFORM

emu-analytics.com/flow
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FLO.W PLATFORM
MAKE YOUR LOCATION DATA WORK

The Flo.w Platform captures, analyses and visualises location and time-based
data to generate interactive, map-based, location insights, presented through
a hyper-performant web experience.

Flo.w is designed to work with big location data in real-time. Making sure you
get to the right decision, at the right time.

At the heart of the Flo.w Platform is a
modular analytics engine that can be
expanded to generate insights from new
data sources. Plug-in Footfall Insights
analysed from a mobile location data
stream or Flood Impact Predictions built
from a flood alerting api - all combined
with your data and layered together to
provide actionable insights.

Built upon WebGL, this, allows cutting
edge 2D and 3D interactive visualisation
of location and temporal data in the
browser with no plug-ins or installs.

WHY FLO.W

Easily discover, visualise and showcase all of your location data
within your organisation, to your current and potential customers
and members of the public.

Open new data revenue streams by using Flo.w as a sales channel.
Show your data in action, tailored to use cases that are relevant to
your customers.

Reduce and mitigate risk to your key infrastructure and assets by
actively monitoring them in real-time. Connect and merge new
data streams to stay fully informed and able to react 'in time'.

Reduce cost overheads by streamlining your business processes.
Share key visual information across teams at the click of a button,
ensuring a single view of the truth, minimising rework and costs.

Cut your time to market and gain a competitive advantage by
rapidly staging new data sources and getting them in front of your
customers.

VISUALISE
Display actionable

insights when you need
them with performant

web visuals

Flo.w can combine real-time.
historical and static spatial and

temporal data together

CAPTURE
Connect to multiple

real-time streaming, big
data and database
technologies

ANALYSE
Start generating new
insights, fast, with
pluggable analytics

modules



WHO IS FLO.W FOR

Put simply, Flo.w is for anyone who needs to easily capture, analyse and
visualise their historical and real-time location data. Uniquely the Platform
can be configured to address the needs of different users and organisations.

Analysts, interrogate location data served up through a performant map
interface in both 2D and 3D. Overlay a mix of static and temporal data, up to
real-time, to serve up additional insights to your organisation or to your
customers.

Sales Teams, showcase your data to your customers in beautiful map-based
visuals. Use powerful, use case driven, visual demonstrations of how your
data can benefit your customers.

Operations, monitor your infrastructure and assets in real-time, combine
external datasources such as weather or flood events to stay informed and
react to incidents when you need to.

THE PLATFORM

The Flo.w Platform is made up of three
core components that combine together
to capture, analyse and visualise location
and time-based data.

Built to deal with millions of points of
data on an hourly basis, Flo.w harnesses
best-of-breed technology to deliver a
powerful end-to-end processing,
analytics and visualisation platform.

The Frontend Framework is a WebGL powered, map-based
experience delivered through the web browser. Capable of
performantly displaying millions of location data points in real-time,
both in 2D and 3D. Fully configurable for different requirements and
branding.

The Flo.w Engine seamlessly combines spatial and temporal data
together, serving insights up through a unique vector tile
arrangement, designed specifically to deal with the most demanding
of use cases. An intelligent cacheing layer ensures efficient use of
resources, all of which can be scaled as required.

Flo.w Analytics Modules are self-contained building blocks that
derive insights specific to a use case, industry or data source. They
are optional add-ons and can include capability such as analysing
mobile phone data streams, IoT event data or making connections
to 3rd party APIs - serving up rich insights into the Flo.w Engine.
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Smart
Cities

Transport IoT Logistics
& Utilities

Retail Military TelecomsLocal Gov



The Flo.w Platform is capable of analysing and visualising millions of location data points in real-
time. The analytics modules form the intelligent heart of the platform, providing unique insights

you won't find in other solutions. 1Deployable 'anywhere' with Docker.
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WebGL 2D & 3D
MAPPING ENGINE

TIME-BASED DATA

INTELLIGENT CACHE

STYLE SERVER

SPATIAL DATA REAL-TIME DATA

TILE SERVER

Secure & Centralised
USER MANAGEMENT

Mapping & Analysis
DESIGN STUDIO

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC USE CASE SPECIFICDATA SPECIFIC

IN THE CLOUD1

FLO.W FRONTEND FRAMEWORK

FLO.W ENGINE

FLO.W ANALYTICS MODULES

KEY FEATURES

Visual Analysis in the browser. Powerful WebGL 2D and 3D, performant, map and
dashboard insights requiring no application installs or plugins.

Real-Time location data combined seamlessly with static data sources to serve up
actionable intelligence when you need it.

Centralised User Management using the latest encryption technology to ensure
users and data are kept secure and protected.

Replay your data. Rewind, fast forward, pause and play through historical
and real-time data as it comes into the system.

Bespoke Mapping. Highly configurable map styles and behaviour through a
custom built configuration 'studio'.

Tablet & Handset capable. Out-the box responsive, touchscreen
functionality

Data visualisation integration, responsive
to map clicks. Powered by D3

Vector and raster tile support

Big Data compatibility. Work with
streaming technologies such as Apache
Kafka and Ignite and distributed data
stores such as Hadoop.

Rest API availability. Hook Flo.w up to your
current operational or BI systems using the
Flo.w API.
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SOLVING TOMORROW'S PROBLEMS
TODAY

Create better services, places and communities
by understanding your location data through the
use of cutting-edge products and solutions from

Emu Analytics.

The Flo.w Platform is not a development framework. Once it has been
configured, members of your organisation can start using it right away. There
are also several additional features out-the-box that make Flo.w a powerful
proposition:

The Flo.w Frontend Framework is designed to work on all modern web
browsers; Windows Edge, Windows Internet Explorer 11, Chrome, Firefox and
Safari.

The Flo.w Engine and Analytics Modules can be deployed in the Cloud on
Emu Analytics' Amazon Web Services (AWS) architecture. Alternative
deployment options are also available, including private-cloud or on-premise
installations.

Powerful and hyper-performant 2D and 3D visualisations in the browser, no application installs
and no plug-ins required
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Flo.w is compatible with hundreds of different datasources, including
relational and non-relational databases, streams, stores and file systems.

DATA INTEGRATION

Spatial data downloads

Save map as an image

Map sharing

Social media integration

Basemap detail control

Deployable 'anywhere' with Docker

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A DEMO info@emu-analytics.com


